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Abstract

As economies have become increasingly digitalized, central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) have been at the forefront of the agenda for central banks as a means to enhance payments systems’ efficiency (both domestically and cross-border) and increase financial inclusion, and more broadly to support the effective transmission of monetary policy in the digital age (BIS, 2020; Boar and Wehrli, 2021). While the potential of CBDCs to meet these goals is clear, a secure underlying infrastructure and a credible, globally accepted system is of paramount importance. This would help to mitigate against potential cybersecurity and financial crime risks related to fraud and illicit payments. More broadly, the development of a sound, efficient and interoperable system to enable friction-free use of CBDCs across borders and national systems would help to maintain stability, enhance financial inclusion and support inclusive growth. This policy brief, recognizing the faster pace of digital transformation and innovations in digital finance post-pandemic, calls for the G7 to champion and steward widespread preparations for the introduction of a globally interoperable system for CBDCs. This includes bringing together central banks and international financial institutions to understand the cross-border dimensions in the optimal design of CBDCs and supporting infrastructures, in order to ensure that central bank issued money retains relevance as a vehicle for monetary policy transmission and global financial stability. A coordinated approach to the interoperability of CBDCs would also help to alleviate the potential misuse of CBDC systems for financial crime purposes, such as evading sanctions on financial transactions. The policy brief also proposes policy options for maximizing the potential of CBDCs for inclusive growth, notably in relation to lifting prevailing levels of digital education, financial literacy, and digital infrastructure as part of distribution.

Challenge

The COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated that existing payments systems are not equipped to rapidly transfer payments to those without bank accounts, and enhancements are needed on the prevailing infrastructure for conducting cross-border payments (FSB, 2020). At the same time, the recent activation of sanctions on financial transactions against Russia illustrated the value of today’s systems as a check and balance over abuses of power. To enhance payments systems efficacy, digital finance needs to be available to traditional participants, as well as to micro, small and medium-sized enterprises, plus the estimated two billion individuals that are currently unbanked. Universal access to cross-border payments and remittances, banking services, as well as financial investment products will enable global transition to a resilient, inclusive, fair and equitable digital economy and society.

A recent assessment by the Financial Stability Board of existing payment arrangements identified four important priorities to address: cost, speed, access and transparency (FSB, 2021). Interoperable, multi-CBDC arrangements have the potential to address these, enhancing efficiency while lowering costs of cross-border transactions (Auer et al., 2021). Moreover, a well-designed CBDC could facilitate the digitalization of information exchanges in alternative data, potentially connecting a CBDC system with higher value services provided at a lower cost (ECB, 2021). This could also help to safeguard against misuse of power in respect of global financial transactions more broadly. Against this context, the challenge for policy makers is to establish a framework at the global level that supports: (i) international cooperation and governance on CBDC design and
infrastructure, (ii) an interoperability of CBDCs that is robust to cybersecurity risks, and (iii) maximizing the potential of CBDC arrangements for enhancing inclusive and resilient growth. There is no precedent for effectively designing a roadmap with short and long-term targets and milestones to be achieved against defined objectives. Even how the G7 can oversee and set up regular monitoring of these developments by the G7 forum is opaque. As long-term objectives will invariably fall outside the term of the German G7 Presidency, a critical issue relates to the handover of the dossier to the Japan G7 and later G7 Presidents to ensure a continuity in momentum.

Proposals

An integrated policy agenda encompassing CBDC interoperability for post-pandemic recovery and inclusive growth is proposed. G20 members, the IMF, the World Bank and the BIS are expected to announce regulatory frameworks by the end of 2022, with global implementation to begin once frameworks are defined (FSB, 2021). Against this context, the BIS Innovation Hub, in collaboration with selected central banks, also recently completed experimental work on a multi-CBDC system (BIS, 2022). While the G7 economies are in the relatively early stages of CBDC development and related initiatives, China’s e-CNY is at a more advanced stage, and the risk that distinct, non-complementary systems may emerge is high.

Following the UK G7 Presidency in 2021, which endorsed the “Public Policy Principles for Retail Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs)”, the G7’s German Presidency of 2022 set a priority to advance the G7’s work on CBDCs and cross-border transactions. In the context of competition amongst digital payments services and providers globally, the establishment of standards and interoperability among CBDC systems should be central to the G7 agenda in this domain. Common pillars adopted by countries with different economic profiles could help to inform national legislations through an assessment of interconnectedness and spillover effects, while also incorporating measures for local data privacy and other cybersecurity concerns.

As it is essential that interoperability is integrated into the infrastructure at the onset, an urgent need exists for multilateral action. Otherwise, the risk of a fragmented CBDC system at the global level would intensify as countries develop independent alternatives to a global system. The G7 needs to take a lead in avoiding such an outcome, which could lead to substantial rises in global financial instability. Much of the international adoption of a national CBDC abroad will depend on agreed and shared standards and solutions, and the recognition of CBDCs as being fit for purpose for countries at all stages of economic development. This would include designing systems and solutions with integrated sustainability goals at the core, such as financial inclusion.

In this evolving international monetary ecosystem, the G7 must secure the alignment of digital currency strategies to ensure that each country can participate in contributing to a more resilient global economy, mitigating risks to financial stability. Against this context, a comprehensive G7 agenda is advocated to support the collaborative design and development of solutions for the interoperability and cross-border dimension of CBDCs. This agenda should be integrated into a wider framework for inclusive post-pandemic growth and recovery.

We propose a series of “Learning Pilot” implementations which allow for oversight and support for the development of CBDCs in 3 economies – with financial and technical support by G7 central banks, BIS, World Bank, IMF and other relevant international financial institutions. The G7 is well-positioned to bring together the nascent work being done by public and private organisations to develop and deploy such “Learning Pilots” that meet the needs of the entire global financial
ecosystem, ensuring that (i) national and international guidelines for introducing a CBDC are complementary to existing payments systems and consistent with monetary policy and financial stability objectives, (ii) policy priorities for a CBDC to have inclusive growth outcomes are embedded in design, incorporating such factors as digital literacy, financial education and connectivity, (iii) the concept of multilateral interoperability is proven, and (iv) the resultant framework is fit-for-purpose across countries at differing stages of economic development.

Implementation

A “Learning Pilot” is proposed to support three economies in their research, design and proof-of-concept phases around the issuance of a national CBDC and longer term inclusive growth. As the basis to foster interoperability among national CBDC systems is setting common standards and regulatory frameworks, the G7 should lead the financial and technical support of these CBDC projects to foster a global, shared vision on sustainable CBDC technology.

First, it should promote the establishment of a Task Force of experts that includes representatives from G7 central banks, BIS, World Bank, IMF and from relevant international multilateral institutions and non-government organisations involved in the design of technology standards and protocols. Second, this Task Force should identify one country in Africa, Asia and Latin America to be the subject cases for the “Learning Pilot” projects. The identification and selection of the three countries should consider relevant economic, political and social factors which could provide an enabling environment.

G7 support would set up a Fit for Purpose Plan of Options for the Learning Pilots. The Roadmap for the Learning Pilots would include establishing structured engagement procedures between the Task Force and the relevant national stakeholders encompassing the following objectives:

(i) Supporting the local central bank to map the domestic market structure and to foster an industry dialogue with relevant stakeholders as well as civil society to assess needs, risks and drivers of a CBDC system. The aim of this phase is to support the domestic central bank in its cost-benefit assessment as well as of the impacts of CBDCs on national financial markets. Assessing the spillovers to inclusive growth outcomes should be central to this.

(ii) Providing technical support to explore the underlying infrastructure options, consistent with bolstering financial inclusion. In order to ensure CBDC interoperability and enhanced efficiency of cross-border financial transactions, multilateral coordination on infrastructure will be key. This will also underpin gains in long-run growth potential and productivity.

(iv) Establishing a third-party independent entity for oversight on legal and technical issues that may arise, such as relating to data privacy and cybersecurity.

Overall, the workplan of the Task Force should be guided by the key principles of the UK G7 report, in particular across the following workstreams: (a) Establishment of transparent and sound governance of CBDC infrastructure and management; (b) Assurance of data privacy and AML diligence; (c) Establishment of an underlying infrastructure which is secure and resilient; (d) Support for the integration of a CBDC system within the national payment system to incentivise competition and market efficiency; (e) Oversight of the implementation of energy efficiency and other sustainability factors underlying the CBDC system, and (f) Support investment for financial and digital literacy.
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